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Introduction
She may be a bit older than the teens you are usually in bed with but she still looks damn good and she
definitely knows what she is doing. You have not become a real man until you have been seduced by a
cougar!

Adult Review
Are you sort of into MILF content but not quite enough to shell out your cash to get with one of those middle-aged mommas?
Perhaps one of these sexy cougars might be able to seduce you?!<br />  <br />  31 updates exist in the SeducedByACougar
archives. The site updates weekly and includes both video and still frame content. Best of all, every one of these thirty year
old whores are ready to do whatever it takes to lure you away from younger cum targets.<br />  <br />  Older updates include
high-res 800x536 photo sets but the newest ones are beautiful 1000x671 images suitable for printing or making slideshows
with. They can also be downloaded as lightning fast .zip files. Videos are offered in .wmv, .mpg or .mov (which should thrill
Apple users). All movies can be downloaded as complete scenes with a single click or as a few segments for faster download
times. The newest clips are offered in High-Def 720x480 versions as well but some of the older updates are provided at a
max of 320x240 instead.<br />  <br />  None of the clips are DRM coded so every thirty-something slut you want to watch
again later will be there for you unless you delete her.<br />  <br />  Videos can be streamed if you prefer not to have them
on your hard drive but the feeds are a bit picky. They don't work with some browsers, firewalls and download system settings
so if you want to use them you may have to tinker a bit to get them to work.<br />  <br />  While they do offer a limited 3
Day Trial for $1.95 and a 7 Day Trial for $4.95, the only membership worth getting is the monthly one for $24.95 because
they use �tiered access� and only the full membership gets you full access to all that this site has to offer. If you want to see
plenty of older pussies getting pounded on by thick cock, plan on buying the full month or being frustrated by the stuff you
can�t see.

Porn Summary
When these women reach thirty years of age their twats are finally ready of the prime of their lives. Soaking wet and begging
to be nailed by all the guys they turned down during their twenties. Won't you stop by and throw a few of them a quick mercy
fuck?

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Sabretooth bitches on the prowl hoping to prey on your dick meat!'
Quality: 86  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 85 Interface: 87
Support: 83 Unique: 84    Taste: 79        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
Fast Times At NAU (86) ,My Friends Hot Mom (86) ,Diary Of A Nanny (84) ,Diary Of A MILF (84) ,Naughty Office (84) ,
Naughty Flipside (83) ,Neighbor Affair (83) ,Asian1on1 (83) ,Ass Masterpiece (82) ,My Naughty Latin Maid (Preview) ,
Naughty Bookworms (Preview) ,My Sister's Hot Friend (Preview) ,My First Sex Teacher (Preview) ,Housewife 1on1
(Preview) ,American Daydreams (Preview) ,Latin Adultery (Preview) ,SoCal Coeds (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, MILF, PornStars, Straight

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Monthly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
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